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About This Game

During a mission your spaceship encounters an unknown anomaly and all systems fail. You have to balance the energy in order
to get them running again and to get home safely.

Energy Balance is a number puzzle. You have to swap power units in such a way that their sums form correct chains both
vertically and horizontally. The game is easy to learn, but very hard to master. So, are you ready to peep under the hood of an

alien spaceship?
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A very simple number puzzle game. The later levels provide a bit more of a challenge, but the first few are pretty easy. If you
like this sort of puzzle game, then there's no reason you won't like this one. And I admit I found the cat amusing.. This is a fairly
simple math puzzle game where you have to get the sums in all rows and columns to match the required values by shifting
around the numbers in the grid. There are twenty puzzles in all with the first six and last four being pretty easily, the 13-16th set
can be difficult or not so bad depending on what the target values are (extreme positive and negatives tend to make it easier).
The second row of puzzles can be pretty difficult and I often resorted to leaving it and coming back to get a new set of random
numbers\/puzzles to see if I got an easier set.

Generally the interface is limited but functional, but somewhat annoyingly it forgets if you turn the sound off the next time you
play, the graphics are not great but they do the job, the storyline was forgettable, although a couple of times the cat's reaction
did get a slight chuckle, and there isn't really any variety in the gameplay\/puzzles. If you like these sorts of puzzles and given
the low price tag it is probably just barely a recommendation.. This is quite a short game, but like Portal the length of the game
doesn't take away from how good it is. Enjoyable and addictive, and you get some bonus levels at the end as well.. A short but
addictive puzzle game.

The story does not interest spaceships and cats.

It seems difficult to play numbers,

It is unexpectedly interesting to see.

Kinda hard to solve but just do it.. Energy Balance takes a fine math puzzle and wraps it in some of the most pathetic graphics
and in-game dialog ever created. It's as if the designers actually sat in a room and said, "How can we make this even dumber?
Cool, let's do that!" In addition, it has a really limited set of puzzles, and doesn't take very long to complete. A rather
disappointing affair.
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If you like puzzle games this is a good one.. Its a game about math. Not my thing exactly but nonetheless a good game.. It's a
math puzzle game with blind guessing, horrible music and a story that doesn't fit or make sense.. If you have played Sudoku,
then this is right up your alley.

Energy Balance is like the game title says, A balance act.

The game starts off with a robotic Neko/Cat stuck in Space. Neko is left there trying to adjust spaceship components to progress
to the next story event.

The gameplay is to come to mathematical equilibrium between connected rows and columns. Each end of the row and column
has a number that you must equal from the direction it is facing.

This will take some seriously number crunching and note taking in the later levels. Too many movable parts, can’t rely on luck.
Each level is randomly generated, no use for walkthrough or a guide.

The Music is probably the best part. The tracks are varied and they don’t loop on a level. You never get irritated hearing the
same track. It can distract you when you are trying to think. You can toggle it off, though.

2.99 is a fair price for what the game offers, but recommend getting on a sale or bundle.
**Cough** Bundle Galaxy Sale **Cough**

Bought: Steam Version
Received a PS4 Key for gameplay.

Gameplay of the PS4 Version:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6Aw_x4Kptg

Achievements/ Trophy Difficulty: 7/10, or 3/10 (With a Solver)

Time Spent: 3+ Hours PSN/ 4 Hours Card Farming on Steam

Enjoyment: 6, later levels too hard for me 

Score: 7/10
. Problem with this puzzle game is there doesn't seem to be a way to progress except for method of exhaustion which is really
boring.. Pros: Easy to pick up and play, Simple mechanics, Easy badge (only 5 cards, you get 3 from drops) and the soundtrack
is pretty cool. Good atmosphere, a smart robot and a cute space cat. :3

Cons: This is a logic/math puzzle game and there is no real logic to solving the puzzles. Restarting to generate another set of
random numbers in hopes of getting a better set seems to be the way to win. When you finally get one that doesn't take 20
minutes to solve 1 part after completing all other parts you'll praise RNGesus. I'm serious, this game requires so much
backtracking it's not even funny. RNG and blind guessing at it's finest. Don't bother buying it at full price, it's not even worth
$1.99 let alone a dollar more.

Conculsion: If you want to waste time, it would be better wasted on something else. If you want an easy badge, buy this with a
coupon or if it goes on sale. I'm considering buying the soundtrack though...
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